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“Clickbank Breaks the Internet”
We’re revealing all on a training workshop called “ClickBank Breaks
The Internet” where we’ll show you how it’s possible to start earning up
to $1,000 commissions per sale.
You’re going to see how it’s possible to generate up to $1000 day… up
to $1000 DAYS actually… WITHOUT a product… WITHOUT
inventory…WITHOUT an email list, WITHOUT any special skills… and
making as little as 1 sale.
One thing’s for certain. We’re going to give you the reason why selling
$37 e-books may not be the most effective way to generate an online
income if you want to make large commissions.
ESPECIALLY if you’re just starting out…
It sounds lucrative, and it can be over time, but it might not the best
solution for those that want to generate a significant income quickly.
First, we’ll share with you 3 secrets to success we still use today for
pulling in up to $1000+ in as little as a day and then we’ll cover the 3
roadblocks that stop so many people from reaching their income goals.
Here at ClickBank with this brand new system, we’ve just made it SIMPLE,
quick and easy for any newcomer to shoot up into the ‘big leagues’ and earn
super-affiliate commissions. This is the fastest, simplest, and best way to
generate an online income. And once you set it up…well there’s a minor
amount of time you need to maintain and grow it…
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So why are we’re uniquely qualified to help you?
Well, ClickBank University is the world’s go-to-source for affiliate
marketing knowledge. It’s been so amazing working with the 70,000
students that have joined.
Check out some of the feedback!
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It’s unreal.

So far $3.5Billion has been
earned on ClickBank from our
clients… That’s an incredibly
huge number.
Our favorite stat is that over 1,000 people have become millionaires
on ClickBank. It’s so inspiring.
ClickBank is leading the way in helping people find success online everyday.
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One of the founders and head of ClickBank University also started out as
a beginner on Clickbank just some years ago, exactly like you.
His companies have been featured on
business insider, CNN money, Yahoo Finance. He’s been in a documentary that
premiered in Hollywood and showcased
the world of online income earners. Been
flown out to the white house and named a
top 100 young entrepreneur in the USA.
And of course has generated millions on
ClickBank as a vendor and an affiliate.

But how did Justin get started?
He started as a simple affiliate.
As a vendor you go through the trouble of creating products and getting
joint ventures and customer service and writing sales pages, and all that
jazz… as an affiliate you can simply promote other people’s products for
75% and UP of the sale?
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At the time, it made little sense to for him to be a vendor. And it made
a LOT of sense to just send traffic to affiliate offers and bank some
easy commissions.
So how did he first start earning money?
It was on YouTube recording these little videos about a product on
ClickBank, kind of like a review and ask people to click the link for offer
he was reviewing through an affiliate link after they watched the video.
And he’d get paid! Just like that.
And the more videos he did, the more affiliate commissions he’d earn.
He’d make anywhere from up to $100 to up to $500 on some days! It
wasn’t consistent, but it was easy money. It showed the power of
generating an online income. It opened up the dream of what was
possible. When you start making your first hundred dollar days you’ll get
that same feeling of excitement and motivation for the future.
One video he made promoted a FarmVille course. Do you remember that
game on Facebook? People had digital farms… and guess what they were
willing to pay for information on how to improve their digital farm... It was
incredible. He made something like up to up to $5,000 off that one video!

That was a good one.
It’s wonderful when you catch the wave of a new product and you get
carried along by the popularity. Years later, he still got commissions off it.

Yet, we know there have always been incredible roadblocks to online
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success.
We know first hand about these. We hear from students every day who
are part of ClickBank University about their struggles and pitfalls.
And we know you know them all too well and they can be
pretty discouraging.
Before you know it you’re facing self doubt and loss of enthusiasm-even though you’re on the road to financial freedom.
If you’re thinking, “There’s GOT to be a better way!”
There is – ClickBank is launching something incredible. It promises
to change the lives of affiliate marketers and publishers everywhere.
This is your invitation. Not just an invitation to participate on the webinar,
but an invitation to change your life...
So, what is the #1 Issue People Are Having Right Now?

Traffic
Traffic is the thing most programs want to tell you won’t be a problem, that

See traffic isn’t some mystery… it’s not something that only a few people
actually know how to do… It’s something that’s hiding in plain sight. … you’ll
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easily be able to drive so much traffic and make much money with
their strategies.
Time and time again we see that the #1 issue people have is getting
enough traffic to their offers or the offers they are promoting as affiliates to
make money.
Through training programs we’ve helped close to 100,000 students
become more successful on ClickBank, our videos have been watch
millions of times, and we’ve seen some amazing success stories.

With all that, we’ve also gotten very clear on what’s holding people back.
See traffic is what everyone says, but traffic is NOT the problem. Not
even close.
What if I could tell you… You could have unlimited traffic.
Well you do… There are billions of people on the Internet that you can be
right in front of.. You can pay Facebook to get millions of people in front of
your sales pages, opt-in pages, or affiliate links every single day…

Right?
So the issue isn’t getting traffic… that’s easy. Facebook is worth several
100s of billions of dollars because… of advertising. They allow advertisers
to advertise to their billions of users.
Same as Google… how do you think they make so much
money? Advertisers.
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How about YouTube… how do they make money? Advertisers.
We could go on and on… but the point is, these companies (which are
some of the most valuable companies in the world) only exist because
they give marketers like you the ability to advertise and divert traffic.
And guess what… they’re doing the best they can to help you drive the
most traffic you can. You just have to be willing to pay for it.
So now… the question is… is traffic still the issue?
Nope.

It’s MONEY.
You need to pay for the advertising. Now you could go after free
advertising strategies and get “free traffic.”
That takes a lot of time a lot of effort and a lot of patience. Make free
videos on youtube to grow a following or a blog with great content, interact
on forums, on social media groups… you can do it, but it’s not how the
pros do it.
None of the top clients make most of their money using free traffic sources.
They do it through paid traffic sources.
So let’s stick to what the most successful clients do.. Let’s emulate
their success.
So let’s get back to paid traffic… is money to get started really the issue?
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It only takes as little as $5 to start running ads on many platforms… so is
that the roadblock?
Not exactly.. The real issue is:

GETTING MORE MONEY OUT
THAN YOU PUT IN!
That’s what’s holding you back.. You need a way to get more money
out with your advertising than you put in. Now that’s the hard part…
that’s the issue people face. Think about it…
Put in as little as $1 get out up to $2… would you repeat that process?
All day right? Put in $1,000 get out $2,000.

This was to a similar flow as the one we’ll talk about on our training and
we were able to start our spend as little as $4.06 and get it to up to $4,000
per day and earning almost 2x from our spend!
Our newest software is going to help you create the same funnel
strategy that we were sending traffic to.
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Imagine for a moment, you making 5, 10, even 20 TIMES the amount
of money you’re making now. Even if you’re an affiliate newbie.
So go ahead and show up to learn how this all works…
If this new system we’ve got was available back in day when Justin started
out like you, he could have 10X his profits. That’s what this software and
system can do… getting a 1000% increase on your results is possible.
That hasn’t been uncommon from our testing to see our EPCs multiply by
a factor of ten when doing this kind of marketing!
So while a campaign running on Facebook might generate around up to
$.20 for every dollar… you could be using the system we have for you
which could as much as 10x your EPC… so this time when you put in a
dollar you could earn up to $2 back…
So all of a sudden instead of trading as little as $1 for $.20 you could
be trading as little as $1 for up to $2… does that sound better?
Simply put, when you’re earning up to $1,000 commissions it’s so
much easier to turn a profit on your ads… If you spend up to $1,000
on ads you just need as little as one sale to cover your spend… 2 sales
would mean you’re could make up to a 100% profit margin. Compare that
to selling lower priced course and you need to sell dozens or hundreds!
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You see, there’s been a sea change on ClickBank.
As you know, we have a 10,000 foot view of what’s going on across the
entire online horizon. It’s an edge no one else in the industry has.
Thanks to our access to ClickBank intel we get to see what is selling,
what’s not selling, what’s working right now behind the scenes.
Bottom line, we get to see where the GOLD is being dug up. It’s like
a treasure map.
And here’s one big clue...
You’ve probably seen lots of marketers having a lot of success with a
certain type of sales presentation.
It’s a mind-blow especially if you’ve never made ANY money online...
And it’s just as big a deal if you’re already making some cash online, but
you want more, we’ll show you how.
Because it’s going to give you the tools, the firepower, the know-how to
potentially crack up to $1,000 days faster than you could have imagined.

Ok let us backup a little bit. Remember when we said here at ClickBank
we have a bird’s eye view of what’s going on? Well we’ll tell you from
personal experience…
Whenever we send out a promotion to our own ClickBank list, the one
thing that generates way more cash than anything else?
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It’s a webinar promotion.
You’ve probably realized this by now… You see we very rarely send
people to sales pages when we’re promoting a product… we send
people to a webinar since it generates so much more income.
We know, “webinar,” can be a scary word.
For a webinar you gotta get on LIVE... you gotta handle all the
technology... you gotta TALK TO AN AUDIENCE! You’ve got to get
everyone to show up all at one time!
It’s scary.
BUT... what if you didn’t have to?
What if you could rake in the dough WITHOUT dealing with the
technology... Without spending days putting together the presentation…
Without having to get hundreds of people on a webinar at a single time
(which is very hard by the way)…. And without the stage fright?

It sounds like a paradox, but hear us out...
We’ve taken the concept of webinars and put it on steroids. Especially
for affiliate marketers.
And especially for newcomers to the biz, in a way that’s never been
done before.
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Take a look at these numbers
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These are our own results from webinars we promoted as affiliates.
That’s some eye-popping’ amounts of income, isn’t it? No kidding. Webinars are
easily one of THE BIGGEST CASH GENERATORS on ClickBank right now.

Webinars are the best way to sell high ticket products to thousands of
peo-ple.
Why are they so effective?
Simply put: They are so good at generating huge sales because they are the
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best way to sell high ticket products.
On a webinar there’s so much that goes into it psychologically.
1. People are registering for a certain time. This means they are mentally
setting time aside to watch this. Maybe they are canceling plans, moving
things around, setting alarms, they are committing. That’s huge.

2. Next they are showing up to a presentation that is in the moment. It’s
not something they can watch later, it’s something that will be gone
soon, so there’s a ton of built in scarcity.
3. Then you the presenter gets to spend time with the attendee is an almost
personal and transparent way. People are spending time with the
presenter and that can build a relationship that’s extremely valuable.
This way not only do people want to buy but they want to buy from you
because there’s a relationship being built. How much more likely are you to
buy something if someone you know and like recommends something to
you compared to a stranger? 10x more? 100x more?
What if we could create something… brand new… a system to destroy the
barriers that were stopping anyone from succeeding with webinars…

What if they didn’t need their own product...
Didn’t need any presenter even…
And didn’t need to get hundreds of people to sign up at one time…
And what if they could set it up with a few clicks instead of worrying
about piecing together registration pages, thank you pages, and all the
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tech stuff…
And…
What if they could set it up once and have it run again and again, generating commissions as high up to $1,000 per sale over and over again.

We’re revealing all on our special training workshop called “ClickBank
Breaks The Internet” where we’ll reveal how you can start earning up
to $1,000 commissions per sale.
Something that happens only once every several years is a what we call
a breakthrough in the business. Something that obliterates a barrier and
un-leashes huge potential…
That’s why we called this event “ClickBank Breaks the Internet”.
We’re about to break the Internet…
Why?
Because we found out a way to create a system that does away with all
the barriers holding people back…
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Start Up Success Key #1...
Whenever you feel a negative thought enter your mind, like:
“Oh man, we’re never going to make any money” or “We’re just not
lucky enough to make this kind of money” or even “Nothing ever works
out for me, why will this be any different?”...
If those kinds of thoughts are entering your mind, as soon as you notice
one…just FLIP IT. Flip it over and turn it into a solution-oriented thought.

So instead of focusing on what you think will go wrong… focus on what
is going to go right.
What is the outcome you want? Focus on that because as you may
have heard before:
What we focus on EXPANDS.
So just focus on the good stuff ok? And watch what happens.
You’ll smile more, worry less, and dream bigger.
Now that sounds like a pep talk or a motivational speech, but it’s one of
the surest ways to achieve the money, wealth and happiness we desire.
Stand guard at the door of your mind.
Don’t let anything negative in. Use the strategy we just gave you to deal
with what’s already there.
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You’ll find the uber-successful Internet marketers all have this same
quali-ty. They have the ability to flip the negative into the positive. Best
part? It’s something that comes naturally with a little practice. Then
watch how your world changes.
Alright, that’s our little pep talk out of the way… let’s get onto success
secret #2.

Start Up Success Key #2...
Start dreaming bigger.
As you may know, on ClickBank there are a ton of people making very
healthy incomes selling their own $17 ebooks… $27 programs… $39
cours-es… all fairly low dollar stuff.
The reason they do this is not what you might think.
Yes, they want to sell a TON of these programs and that’s why they
price them low.
However…
The real reason they’re doing it is because they’re hoping to break even
or squeak a small profit on the front-end product (believe us, they’re likely
ei-ther losing money on paid traffic or giving most of it to affiliates on the
front end)...
And they do this so that they can profit on the back-end, with their new
email list of buyers, by promoting more products to them.
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Now, this is a GREAT way of making money.
You’re building a tribe, a tribe of eager followers that looks out for
your emails and buys from them. Again and again.
That’s the traditional way and there’s absolutely nothing wrong with doing
that. Millions upon millions of dollars have been generated that way. BUT…

At ClickBank University, we’ve discovered there’s an easier way to start
gen-erating significant incomes.
Think about it like this… why focus on selling something for up to $37
when, for the exact same amount of effort, you can sell something
for up to $1000 or up to $2000?
It doesn’t make too much sense to focus only on ‘low dollar’ offers, does
it? Especially if you’re an affiliate marketer.
Now of course there have always been a few obstacles preventing people
from being able to sell up to $2,000 products or grab those hefty up to 4-figure affiliate commissions.
We’re going to obliterate those obstacles in just a sec so stay with us, but
for right now?
We want you to expand your thinking. We want you to start
getting comfortable with generating up to $1,000… even up to
$1,500… commissions.
It’s quite doable as we’ll show you in a moment.
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Wrap your head around this...

You only need as little as 5-10 sales in a
single month to bring in up to $10,000 in as
little as a month.
Now, how many $17 e-books would you have to sell as a vendor or an
affili-ate to make that kind of money?
The answer is A LOT.
You deserve the big commissions.
We know you’ve paid your dues, because you’re reading this right now,
and you deserve to be a HIGH TICKET marketer.
Look around and you’ll see every guru worth his salt is selling something
for up to $1,000 and up.
But don’t panic...we’ll show you in just a sec how to get the same result
with-out needing your own product or your own webinar.
Now, let’s look at the last key...

Start Up Success Key #3...
This is a big one and this one is the biggest factor in Justin’s success as an
affiliate way back when he was pointing YouTube videos to affiliate offers…

And the secret is … Automation.
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Whatever it is you’re doing online… you may be selling an ebook, you
may have a blog all about parakeets and you want to get some visitors,
readers, and subscribers…
Or you may be a super affiliate who is always looking out for the
newest offers to promote…
Whatever it is you’re doing, you need to AUTOMATE.
It’s imperative.
If you’re caught up doing mind numbing repetitive stuff, you can easily
hire someone to do it, but you don’t.
Why? You don’t have the extra funds to hire a virtual assistant or the time
to train them…
You can’t get anywhere fast when you’re doing everything manually…
when you’re hunting around for products, when you’re putting together
cam-paigns, when you’re writing all the copy, when you’re trying to design
things, etc.
It’s the biggest trap we see, and it keeps people thinking small.
But if you’re just starting out… you can’t afford employees or virtual
assis-tants, right?
So does that mean you have to toil away in the beginning, working your
butt off to make ends meet? Some will tell you that’s the case… that you
have to pay your dues.
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But what we’ve been working on these past few months:
Proves them WRONG.
You’re going to be able to have the same super affiliate style funnel… with
the ability to start pulling down up to 4-figure commissions from a single
sale and you’re going to be able to do it with an AUTOMATED system. And
by automated we mean automated by software, not by hiring people.

Yes, you will have to keep a check on things, this is not a ‘make money
while you sleep’ promise. Although truth be told, that IS one of the
advantages of being an affiliate. You can “set it and forget it.”
You might be saying…
“Yeah but if it were THAT easy, everyone would be doing it”.
Maybe you even think we’re stating the obvious here… “Yeah, of course
we want the BIG commissions, of course we want PROVEN offers and of
course we want to do as little actual work and heavy lifting as possible.”
So what are the roadblocks that stop the majority of people from being
able to live the super affiliate lifestyle?
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Roadblock #1: The Offer
Before you can run a webinar (this might sound obvious)… you need
a webinar.
You need a presentation, you need a product, you need a presenter.
Now this let’s forget about creating our own product and our own
webinar presentation. Let’s stick with talking strictly as an affiliate.
You want to promote someone’s webinar offer… well you need those
three things.. The presentation the presenter, and the product…
If you look on the ClickBank marketplace you’ll see tons of products you
can promote right now. 99.9% of those aren’t high ticket products and
they aren’t webinars.
To find a webinar offer to promote you need to be in the inner circle. It’s a
tight knit community of between the webinar offer creators, we’ll call them
webinar vendors, and the affiliates that have enough traffic to make it
worth the webinar vendor’s time to present to the affiliate’s traffic...
See if you don’t have a relationship with a webinar vendor it’s almost
impossible to find them because they aren’t on the marketplace at
ClickBank… and that’s because they don’t want to be. They can’t have
every affiliate promote, because only the big affiliates generate enough
traffic to make it worth it for the webinar vendor.
Webinars are very taxing things… they require a custom registration page,
thank you page, webinar setup with the webinar system, then a 1-3 hour
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presentation… so you can’t blame the webinar vendors who just want
people they know can bring the traffic to do these.
They don’t want to waste their time since many of them know affiliates
that can generate up to 5 or even up to 6 figures from a single promotion.
So that’s the first roadblock… finding the webinar vendor who is
willing to give you a shot.
Fortunately, with what we’re going to share with you today, you don’t
need to be best friend’s with a webinar vendor to get them to do a
webinar with you. In fact you don’t even need to know or talk to one.
We are going to share with you a simple solution without that doesn’t
require all of complicated, mind-bending, time-consuming, technical stuff.
So…

Roadblock #2: Getting Enough Traffic
To Show Up At The Same Time
Let’s say you get a webinar vendor to believe in you… are you going to be
able to pull through in making it worth the while for the webinar vendor
who is doing a live presentation for your traffic?
It’s a pretty terrible feeling to let someone down, especially when it’s
someone successful in the industry. That could be disastrous for you…
because it’s a small community of these super earners… and guess
what? They all talk.
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See, to generate traffic isn’t that hard. You can drive traffic on
YouTube, Facebook, or Instagram using paid or free methods like we
teach inside ClickBank University..
But the hard part is getting a ton of traffic all at once…
See you have to get everyone to show up at one single time.
That means all your traffic efforts need to be done at once and at a large
scale. So instead of spending let’s say $10 or $20 on facebook ads per
day to make a webinar worth it you probably need to spend a couple
thousand dollars per day for a few days to generate enough interest to
get people to show up at a single time.
See unlike a video sales letter when people can click and watch it
immediately, on a webinar people have to register, make a reminder to
show up for it and they need to actually show up at a certain time. And on
top of that they can’t watch it later. This cuts the amount of people who
actually see the presentation by almost 90%...
It’s really hard to get a ton of people live at one time.
And worse than not making money, if you don’t have enough people
show up you can massively harm your future success in this industry…
If your traffic was a bust, if you didn’t get enough people on, then they
may certainly tell other vendors and before you know it, you’ve lost
credibility in the industry and no one will host webinars for your
audience… we want to avoid that at all costs.
Which brings us to…
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Roadblock #2: High Risk For
Newcomers
So what happens if you overcome roadblock 1, and 2…
Let’s say you have hundreds of people live… maybe you had to
spend thousands of dollars in ads to do it… what then?
Well hopefully all goes well…
Hopefully the webinar converts to the audience and you make back more
than you put in… Now if you have a good converting webinar you could
make up to $30-$50 per person on average that shows up… so if 100
people show up that’s up to $3-$5k.. If 500 people show up that’s up to
$15k-$25k in your cut… sounds great right?
But a bad webinar? You could earn almost nothing and lose your
investment on traffic… you need to know how to pick a good webinar offer
(and chances are the people that let you promote their offer without you
having previous credibility and results are probably not great webinars)...

But that’s not the worst of it.
…See several years ago Justin was hosting a webinar and the
affiliate got almost 1,000 people on… the affiliate gave him a huge
opportunity and the worst happened… the Internet went down.
Something completely unaccounted for.
Justin received many terrible messages from this guy about how amateur
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it was and how he lost so much money… his business was set to generate
around and up to $90k from this webinar… Justin got dozens of texts and
scrambled to reset the Internet connection but it was too late… everyone
left the webinar and it had cost this affiliate (and Justin) a lot of money…
Live webinars can be extremely stressful and you need to be a
“super pro” at running them.
As an affiliate you’re always worried the system might crash or the
presenter’s power goes out, or their Internet and you’d lose all your
hard work at generating traffic...
With what we’ve been working on to share with you, you’re not going to
need to worry about that. We’ve done away with this roadblock because
you don’t need everyone to show up at a single time. In fact, what we’re
excited to share with you is taking away tons of roadblocks. And these
aren’t one off webinars…
We talked about the key to success as automation… this system will
automate it so you can get started spending as little as $5/day on
Facebook rather than up to $1,000 per day right away.
Then you can scale it slowly as you see results!
And guess what?
You won’t rely on people being on one live webinar where all your eggs
are in a basket either since people don’t show up at a single time!
So, you interested?
If so, we’re covering it all in this week’s special training called, “ClickBank
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You owe it to yourself to show up for this life changing event:
ClickBank Breaks the Internet Workshop
Will it be YOUR year?
It can be. It SHOULD be.
ClickBank HAS INDEED come up with a solution. And it’s the kind of
solution that could put up to $1000 in your pocket as often as EVERY DAY.
We’re inviting you to discover how you can put THE SAME ENERGY
you’re currently putting into affiliate marketing or publishing and potentially
earn up to ten times, maybe even as much as up to twenty times as you’re
earning now.
Justin Atlan, Founder of ClickBank University is going to be conducting
a true breakthrough webinar for affiliates and publishers.
He’s on record saying with ClickBank’s new “technology” affiliates and
publishers is changing how people are getting started online today.
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What you can expect to learn:
• How you can emulate the success of ClickBank’s Top Tier Earners
using the same exact method they use to make thousands per day.
• Learn the way to up to 10X your profits with any traffic you are
running regardless of your source through hands-off our automation
method.
• Get an insider look and breakdown of our internal stats showing
the potential behind our new high-income earning system that we’ll
be sharing with you.
• Take an in-depth look at the details of the roadblocks faced by
newbie marketers and how you can overcome them with our three
start up success keys.
Space is limited to 1,000 people. First come first served!
We’ll see you on the webinar training that’s sure to break the Internet
for marketers everywhere!

